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’Cause of Racism’

Few Minority Films
Hurts Racial Series
By KENYON JoRDAN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Want to help solve the race problem, idealistic young White man
and worrian?
Then come back from the ghetto, the barrio and the reservation.
Start your vvork in the White community. That’s where the "cause of
racism" lies, according to Margaret Aley, student director of the
ASB’s Commission for Inter-Cultural Education.
To give weight to these convictions, Miss Aley, a veteran of CORE
and SNNC, has helped to organize
a series of 40 to 50 films on minorities in the United States.
The films are mostly on the
Blacks, but this just goes to show
the media’s in.souciance toward
minorities, said Miss Aley.
She was unable to find more
than four films on the MexicanAmericans, site said, and only one
Possession of a valid parking of them dealt with the urban prob.
permit was no guarantee of park- lem.s "which are so great."
This was after writing nearly
ing space in the campus garage
every possible source in the counthis week.
According to Earnest G. Quin- try asking far films. "We asked
ton, supervisor of security, about the National Bureau on Indian
70 permit holders were turned Affairs for films and do you know
away from the garage on Monday what they sent us? Films on how
because all spaces were filled. On to make beads.
"There is only one film that
Wednesday about 40 were turned
really deals with the problems of
away.
Byron Bollinger, superintendent the American Indian."
What she does have, however’,
of buildings and grounds, reported
that roughly 2,400 permits had she is offering up to the scrutiny
been sold for 1,800 parking spaces. of minorities on campus. "We’re
According to Bollinger, it is nor- not telling them these films are
mal to oversell permits by one- valid interpretations," she said.
"We want to show that is what
third, but this year all permits
were sold the first day rather than the predominantly White media
the usual practice of selling ex- have produced. After the films we
cess permits after the first few hope to have panel discussions
with minority representatives and
days of classes.
The garage filled earlyorialon- faculty members too.
"We want the Blacks and Chiday and Wednesday, according to
(Continued on Page 1)
Bollinger and Quinton, because
students who normally return
home after early mating classes
stayed on campus to buy books
and to complete registration.
According to Bollinger, permit
holders who were turned away
from the garage were directed to
faculty lots with vacancies. Bollinger predicted that the same
situation will occur again Monday
and Wednesday next week. At
Atter a week-long battle with
any time the garage is filled, stu- administrators from the School of
dent parking permits v.ill be ac- Business, 12 angry students finally
cepted at faculty lots with va- were admitted yesterday to a
cancies.
"closed" industrial management
class.
The students were miffed when
their department chairman refused
A ehange toward cooler to grant them IBM cards for a
weather is indicated on today’s closed course whose professor
weather limp for s.IS. Gusty "agreed to re-open it for all who
northerly or northwesterly winds wanted in."
Some 30 male juniors and senwili develop by late this afternoon and continue through most iors said they had signed a special
be waiting list for a Bus. 167 class
of Saturday. sunday
which had been offidally closed
clear, caim and warmer.
with 22 students.
They claimed they specificially
wanted the class which is taught
by Dr. Albert L. Porter, associate
professor of business, because he
was "a most progressive instructor
Joan Baez and David Harris and did not assign unmeaningful
make their second appearance at busy work."
Due to the students’ protest,
SJS tonight at 7 p.m. in MOITiS
"faculty and department personnel
Dailey Auditorium.
Sponsored by Professoi.s Against have reviewed the situation and
the War and The Resistance, a na- most of the students will be given
tional anti -draft organization, the IBM cards," said Dean Milburn D.
former Stanford student body Wright, School of Business.
Dr. E. J. Hanington, dean of
president and his vvell-known sing.
er voile will speak on the inequal- undergraduate studies, said this
ities of the nation’s draft system. summer he predicted unusual probHarris was convicted of draft lems for SJS in the fall.
"Students are going to become
evasion and begins a three-year
prison sentence in February. His angry when they get hurt by conditions they can’t control." he said,
conviction is now on appeal.
Presently Harris and his wife, referring to problems brought on
Joan, are touring the country by limited classes and instructors.
Recent national-publication magpresenting their views against the
draft and speaking for groups azine articles by McGeorge Bundy.
past assistant to President Lyndon
wherever they are invited.
Johnson, and Steven Muller, public
relations official for Cornell University, have warned of a "growing
potential for st udent unrest"
caused by academic shortcomings.
"Guatemala: Another Vietnam?"
will be discussed Monday at 12:30 Applications Open
p.m. on Seventh Street by Art
Melville, a Catholic priest who Now for AFROTC
worked in Guatemala for six years
Applications are now being takending in December 1967. At that en for Air Force Reserve Officer
time, Melville was expelled by the Training Corps. Upon completion
Guatemalan government and sus- of the two-year pmgram, a stupended by the Maryknoll Order dent
be awarded a commission
because of his support of the grow- in the U.S. Air Force as a second
ing revolutionary movement in lieutenant. Applications are availthat countrY.
’ able in MH408.
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By SUSI’ LYDLE
spatula Daily Staff Writer
arr effort to
Student and faculty representatives will rally today at 1101111 OH Seventh Street
aspen 4.11a..ro
doors in what they claim is the "worst enrollment crisis in SJS history.
and scek alternatives to limited elasaes, teat) e r shortage arid
The, arr
g to ex’
mercrowded classrooms.
Hundreds of complaints an41 stories of frustration lodged %lilt both strident leaders arid ...liege
officials prompted the rally, sport- -sored by ASB, American Federation of Teachers (AF’T) and Association of California State College
Pr ofessors ( ACSCP .
Dick Miner, ASB president,
urges all students with registration
problems to attend the rally to
show Sacramento "what is really
happening under the ’staffing
formula’ " (student-faculty ratio
plan).
states Edward Harrington, deall of
By JANET 110THERsALL
The three main problems created
undergraduate studies.
Kiruna’) Daily Staff kvi-it,r
by the "registration crisis," accoidIs there or isn’t there an acaNO TABI’LATION
ing to Miner, are: 1) classes ir- demie crisis at SJS? No one will
There is also no tabulation of
relevant to students graduating; actually know the statistics until
continuing students until they are
2) financial problems due to lack the third week of school, after
officially registemd. If more *reof units (financial aids qualifica- registration packets are in. To the
turn than previous records show,
tions; and 3) draft problems also majority of students and a random
class choice is again threatened.
due to lack of units.
sampling of departments, however,
Many st uden t s complained
SEVERAL SPEAK
there seems to he a definite class freshman pre-registration took
Miner, Earl Hansen, student problem. Why is this?
classes from the other students.
ombudsman, Dr. E. E. Rutherford,
The base problem is that SJS Dean Harrington says,"It’s not so.
SJS AFT president and Bahman is understaffed and there are no We didn’t give away seats which
Javad, Iranian journalism major, state compensatory funds to hire wouldn’t normally be general edwill speak at the rally.
additional instructors. The other ucation requirements for freshA list will be available for stu- reasons are only speculative, ac- men." Students like Karen Baisdents to sign, explaining their cording to John C. fvlontgomery, ley, sophomore, disagreed, howproblems, enabling ASB officers to director of admissions and records. ever. "S’ophomores and upper dihelp by u.sing contacts available
Since SJS lacks computerization, vision students must take the
to them, according to Miner.
the admissions office can rely only same general education courses,
"A petition foi students who on past experience when proces- if they haven’t had them. It really
have been shafted by registration sing freshmen and transfer stu- was tough
to get classes revelent
(not enough units for certain re- dents. If 3,500 applicants are protoward graduation."
quirements) will be passed out at cessed, the sidmissions office counts
Students interviewed around
the rally and sent to Sacramento on 2,200 entrants. If one per cent
campus did and did not have
and the legislature," said Hansen. more come, the college is in
problems. However, students with"It is unfortunate that under trouble. "It’s only guess work,"
out class difficulties knew other
the state college system the trusstudents who had troubles. So as
tees make us all equal when enone student stated, "I bet two
rollment procedures are totally
of 10 students had an easy time
different," Miner said. "All state
of it."
schools are hindered by the same
CHANGED MAJOR
*gistration restrictions."
Dale Niemela, senior industrial
" We live 10 miles from Lockarts major, had an easy time. "My
heed, and we could get computer
roommate didn’t," he said. Sophoregistration, but we can’t because
more psychology major Lonnie Terof the system’s restrictions," he
rell signed up for 13 units, but
continued. "We have to make our
voice heard and this rally gives us
Proposals for an "emergency aca- not the classes he wanted. He had
demic semester" to begin in No- to change his major to make his
an opportunity to do so."
vember for student victims of units count.
FINANCIAL STATE
Dr. Roland Lee, English depart"Realizing the dire financial limited classes at SJS have drawn
state of California, although only vigorous responses from college ment chairman, said he "turned
away
hundreds. even thousands of
five counties have higher annual administrators. faculty and state
students. All classes are filled and
income, SJS students should be legislators.
Immediate reaction has ranged two IA sections were added." His
willing to sadifice what money
they have," quipped Hansen. from prompt, yet highly guarded, solution is to cut enrollment or
"Therefore, I propose establishing remarks hinting "great interest." get miare money for an adequate
"Alms for Education" to be sent to one hostile reply from a local staff.
Dr. Howard Melendy, history
to Sacramento to help the state state senator.
The SJS chapter of the Amer- chairman, still has openings in
out of trouble," he concluded.
Neva Goins, junior transfer stu- ican Federation of Teachers I AFT) some lower and upper division
dent, hopes to man a booth on has called upon the Governor and classes. Dr. James M. Sawrey,
Seventh Street next week with a the California State Legislature to psychology head, is overloaded in
long letter, a replica of the long allocate funds for a special aca- 80 per cent of the classes. The
lines at registration, collect signa- demic session to run concurrently department turned away more
than 1,000 students, even some
tures and then send it to Sacra- with the regular fall semester.
AFT President E. E. Rutherford, psychology majors. Wednesday,
mento.
"The rally will provide alter- who claims SJS is facing its worst Dr. Sawrey spoke to majors who
natives available to students fac- enrollment crisis in its history, had from zero to six units and
ing problems because of registra- says the emer gency semester there wasn’t anything he could do.
What is the student to do? He
tion. The problem has been pub- would be organized like a six-week
licized throughout the bay area. summer session for students want- was admitted and there aren’t
enough classes, at least not the
Now it is up to students to turn ing to attend.
The associate professor of PsY- right ones for the number of stuout to reinforce the voice," Miner
dents who want them.
(Continued on Page 11)
concluded.
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SJS SPARTAN DAILY circulation figures reach 36-25-37. One
bare legged coed scans Wednesday’s edition of the Spartan
Daily, SJS award winning daily newspaper, as do 10,000 other
students and faculty members. Papers are distributed at the
yellow paper stands at 10 a.m. daily which also double as
impromptu seats.

Dr. Spock Warns

’U.S. Destroying Itself,
And Rest of the World’
By BARBARA NIcKINNEY
spartan Daily Staff Writer
Famous baby doctor Benjamin
Spock humorOusly described his
recent conspiracy trial in a San
Jose Civic Auditorium speech
Wednesday night.
At the same time, he reaffirmed
his deep concern for this nation
lest "we destroy ourselves as well
as the rest of the world."
"You people are consorting with
a criminal," he wryly warned the
more than 1,000 persons who welcomed him with a standing ovation.
The noted physician and educator who has now turned politician, was found guilty several
months ago of conspiracy to aid
and abet draft resistance. The
doctor’s conviction is now on apPeal.

Fiesta To Rock
International
Center Tonight
A Latin-American fiesta will
rock the International Students
Center tonight.
Traditional Latin-American
dishes, dancing, and songs from
South of the Border will mark the
occasion.
Having kicked off the semester
with an orientation luncheon to
250 new foreign students on Sept.
16, this is the second biggest of
the Center’s activities for this
month.
For the 600 foreign students at
SJS, Friday nights at the International Students Center have become an affair of ping pong and
piano playing, dancing, and political discussions.
The new director of the ISC,
Mrs. Pellinga, complained that
many students shy off thinking
that the Center is only meant for
foreign students. She plans on
sending out letters to student campus organizations explaining the
Center is ()pen to all students and
interested members of the community.
International Students Center
has its offices and playrooms at
174 S. 13th St. It is open FlidaY
and Saturday nights from 8 p.m.
to midnight.

Spock, who was sponsored by
the Civil Liberties Legal Defense
Fund, explained to his audience
that he wanted to be tried on the
legality or illegality of the war
at his trial. ". . , but the 85-yearold judge who presided over our
trial said the legality of the war
was not a judicial question.
TRIAL BOREDOM
"Anyway," he continued, "I
couldn’t believe how bored I was
at my own trial. When you’re
one of five other people standing
trial, it doesn’t seem like you at
all, and I just couldn’t take it
seriously.
"When the jury announced the
verdict, the five of us stood up,
brave and resolute -- some reporters said we actually looked
cheerful," Spock recalled.
"Confidentially though," he continued, "if we get off, life won’t
be so exciting. Right now I’m a
new man as far as audiences are
concerned, because people are
much more enthusiastic about seeing a criminal than a regular,
ordinary person."
Returning to a serious note, the
doctor told his audience, "This
war is not an isolated incident
and it’s not just one mistake in
foreign policy.
The U. S. has expanded its
power to an unprecedented degree,"
he exclaimed. "It is cloaking its
imperialism with the clixik of anticommunism, and I don’t belie\ e
it’s wise for us to be imperialists
and then claim it’s the communists."
RACIAL INJUSTICE
When we project our own aggressions on other people we’re all
paranoid," he yelled.
Spock related that he believed
racial injustice and racial hatred
in the U. S. W1t8 closely allied to
the war.
"The Black people are turning
to more desperate leadership and
I believe they have a right to do
this," Spock continued. "they’re
Just not going to take it any
more.
The only hope in my mind is
youth," Spock concluded, "because young people have the
idealism to believe in a better
America and young people have
the courage to stand up and do
something, tom"

Emergency
Semester:
Views Vary

JOEL FRITSCHE says many students are given
"a pretty poor shake’’ by landlords who withhold cleaning deposits, raise rental costs, and
refuse to make housing improvements. Complaints such as these have led student government to hold a series of Housing Board special
meetings. As a result of these meetings, a special booth will be set up en Seventh Street start-

ing Monday, for students who would like to
lodge complaints with the Housing Board. Negotiations are continuing for legal counsel to
advise students of their rights in regards to
leasing ..Ind rental agreements. The Housing
Board has planned a meeting for Thursday, Oct.
3, in the Student Union at 4:30 p.m.
--Photo by Wayne Nichols
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We all remember James W. Fistwacker
III . . . that hairy radical who got himself kicked out of SJS last year.

4/Iccrlising Algr.

HANGED THE DEAN

Editorial

It seems that on the very first day of
school student Fistwarker hanged the dean
but for
of registra
- not in effigy
real, right out there on Seventh Street in
front of a very surprised student hotly.
The Administration took a dim view of
Fistwacker’s little joke and expelled him
for one year.
Fistwacker said lie lynched the dean because it was the dean who was responsible
for Fistwacker’s standing in several long,
twisting, endless lines for a total of 52
hours spread over five days during Registration Week.
Fistwacker, an Army veteran, had often
told fellow classmates not to fret when
they received draft notices for, as Fistwacker put it, "Army lines were never as
long as college registration lines."

Compromise Needed
lud bad enough that Kt’ have
2.1.0110 students on our campus. with
almost all classes bulging at the
seams. but now two teacher unions
are threatening to reduce their unit
load from 12 units to nine. which
could cause utter chaos unless the
state legislature acts soon.
The unions claim 12 teaching units
a week for a professor is just too
much. The legislature replies it does
not have the funds for the additional
faculty needed to take up the work
slack. iitl in the middle are the students who must wateli and wait their
fate.
The unions have asked that faculty

Bailin Down
the
Hatches
By RICHARD BATTIN
"Grades and grade points are like food
to Pavlov’s dog. And what hungry student
doosn’t enjoy a good GPA?Plus and minus grades have always been
a trmendous frustration to nu.. There’s
just s ttttt ething 111010:1 ing about an "A, and a "CA-- just hurts real down deep.
I guess %%4. kind of liae to make a
choice here, between getting an education
or impressing future employers.
Earning a grade in a class does not
necessarily indicate how much knowledge
was gained 1’01111 the course. But maybe
it would be a good idea 10 expand the
Pavlov idea and get students conditioned
into getting good grades. regardless of the
education they get along with them.
We obi’ sly couldn’t do it with the
current generati tttt of students. We’ll have
to start uith the group currently entering
kindergarten.
Through rewards and punishments we
could develop some highly trained learning machines. Imagine an entire classroom
of little five-year-tild boys and girls salivating at the sight of a "+" grade and
twitching in their seats from the electric
, of course, which could
shocks. little
be administered %%hen they underachieve.
By the time those children get into college. the ones %h. can’t make the grade
with the salivation and the electric shocks
will have been weeded out.
Only those creatures who can move instantaneously at the sight of a red light
light or the sound of a bell. will remain.
Perhaps with the right conditioning.. we
could develop a strain of straight "A"
students. to fill the colleges of the future.
Of course. then. what are you going to
do with 26,600 valedictorians?
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members refuse to accept 12 unit
loads next semester. and we understand there is a threat from Administration officials of reprisals which
would be forthcoming if the loads are
not accepted. And meanwhile the
students wait and watch and stiffer
while the two "adult.’ factions continue to bicker like little children.
Both the legislature and the unions
must understand that the top priority
in the dispute are the students.
The students are the ones who suffer in overcrowded classrooms; the
students stiffer if the faculty refuses
to teach classes; the students suffer
if a better classroom atmosphere is
not prov itled.
The legislature must consider and
take appropriate action on the overcrowding of the California State Colleges. More teachers are needed. as
are better salaries. But the unions
must also understand that funds for
all their proposals are just not available.
A compromise must be reached. and
soon.
I’. S.

Guest Room

Revolution
In College Air
By LARR1
The Oklahoma Daily, Tniersity
of Oklahoma
"And the noise outside was the ringing
of re%olution.Recently a large slick magazine noted
that this year its college i..stie would not
feature pretty psychedelic designs aml mod
clothing. Instead, it noted, the college
issue would examine the "revolur " on
on major college campuses.
Gone are the flower children and the
acid freaks. They say the radical has returned to do battle with the administration building.
battle is what colleges will be all
about this year ...
The rumblings of resolution on cant
poses must be heeded and the new administration promises to take the neces.
sary steps to smooth and satisfy the
rumblings.
OU (University of Oklahoma) is slowly
catching up to other major
ersities
. . . The nearly completed social sciences
center could attract some top professors in
those fields.
But buildings are not enough. Glass and
brick can not satisfy the mental needs of
a student. Tht University must keep pace
with the rest of the world and it must
offer realistic programs of study.
If it does not then the r blings heard
at campuses around ihe %%orld will turn to
thunder ...
Revolution is in the college air. It
need not be a Columbia revolution. We
can not hide behind the guise of aradetnic
calm. The I. niversity must meet ihe feelings and the needs of the country and reflect them in its education activities.
1968
-- September

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms frem SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Richard Ftattin, Daily
Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m in
the Daily Office. JC208. Final decisions on use
of guest articles are reserved to the F,ditor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on a 40-space llne.

A CHANGED MAN
"What’s this ’law and order’ got that we haven’t got

?"

Thrust and Parry

S.J. Assemblyman Urges
State College Investigation
Letter Recommends
Immediate Action
EDITOR’S NOTE: Below is a letter sent by Assemblyman John Vesconcellos (D-San Jose), Sept.
25. to the Governor and legislative leaders regarding the current crisis on California State College
campuses.
Dear Governor Reagan:
A shortage of classrooms and teachers is
depriving hundreds of California State College
students of legitimate educational opportunities, and I urge your immediate investigation
of the situation, especially at San Jose State
College.
Sincerely,

41111111 vasiconornos

Student Defends
Grade Indicators
Editor:
Why not affix a "

" or "-" to a student’s

letter grade? In fact, let us carry it one step
further and give grade points for these plus

and minuses. After all, don’t we have computer’s to take care of the additional calculations; it already carries around "+" or "-"
on the grade.
One school I recently attended, the University of San Francisco, gave 3.3 grade
points for a B . That extra .3 did help out
the GPA, which is better than just seeing
a little old " 4- " on the transcript.
Grades and grade points am like food to
Pavlov’s dog. And what hungry student doesn’t
enjoy a good GPA? Besides it is people like
your future employers who look at such petty
things as grades.
Gary D. Maxon

A Bit of Verse
Editor:
What fools among’st us mortal men
will seek a paradise and then
But taint it with our worldly views
or paint it with their selfish hues
The little Irian will find at last
some way to venerate the past,
While others search and seem to find
some way to play the role they’re cast

Derrel Whitemyer, A2002

Staff Comment

Student Declares Autonomy
Object of Demonstrations
By KEN1(’ON JORDAN
One morning early last August I was
the only American on a bus rumbling
down Avenida Insurgentes toward the Uni.
versity of NIevico.
Tht bus mas filled, nmstly with students
reading books or talking. They looked at
ease. not like students who only four days
before might have been involved in the
University’s violent confrontations with
police.
BE S RIDE
In front of me a boy with sideburns
was reading a translation of Jean -Paul
Sartre. Across, a boy and a girl were holding hands and speaking softly to cavil
other.
Childishly, 1 had hoped 10 WI" a tttt iverIdly up in arms on my visit to Mexico City.
I didn’t know much al
it and it looked
as tl
all the trouble hail (lied down.
itist then the seat 111011 10 me vvas vacated and a girl %vho had been standing
sat down in it. Slit did not look native.
She had blond hair, fixed in a ponytail
down her back.
Curious. I asked. "Esta Americana?"
"No." she said, in perfect English, "but
speak it.- It turned out lur family W1114
from Amerira but. for reasons I didn’t pry
for. had taken tip permanent residence in
Mexico.
OVERPLAYED
We staried talking and the conversation
turned to the trouble earlier that week.
"It was all overplayed:" she tried to explain -II ere being milled communists and
revolutionaries and it’s not

"All we want is our autonomy. les not
right for the police to come on campus any
time they choose. les our campus and we
want to be free."
PALACE MARCH
She went on to tell me that the students
were planning a march on the Presidential
Palaci
thi Zocalo. It would be a peace.
ful march, she said, with the rector of the
University himself leading the students tip
Avenida Insurgentes.
At the palace they vvould appeal to
President Diaz Ordaz for their automony.
1 asked her what would happen if this
aut
wasn’t granted. "I don’t know,’
she said.
Thai was nearly two n ths ago and I
read today in the papers that gun battles
between police and students have been
raging through the northwest part of the
eity. Soldiers and police have taken over
the University. Students have been on
strike for well over a month. Undisclosed
numbers of them have been killed,
wounded or put in prison.
AUTONOMY
The papers say the controversy has
ranged beyond autonomy now, that after
several dramatized demands for it were
put down hy police, Orilaz finally offered
them their autonomy and they said that
wasn’t enough.
The students are fighting now, the
Chronicle says. a "campaign against re.
pression and violation of constitutional
rights." Fifteen allegedly were killed in
the fighting last l’nesday No one knows
%here it will end.

A changed man now, with his long hair
anti militant attitudes trimmed to the
satisfaction of the dean of re-admissions,
Fistwacker returned to campus last week
for yet another crack at registration lines.
Ace Daily reporter, J. I). Scatterfield,
interviewed Mr. Fistwacker whom lie
found standing in a line outside the office
of the dcan of registration.
SCATTERFIELD: How did Registration Week go, Fisty?
F1STWACKER: (Smiling) Fine. Just
fine. I stood in line with the rest of the
students to get my packet, classes, parking
permit, the usual things.
SCATTERFIELD: You mean to say that
after all that standing and waiting you
didn’t get the urge to hang the old dean
when lie couldn’t locate your packet, or
when you couldn’t get the classes you
wanted, or when they ran out of parking
permits just when you stepped up to the
window?
FISTWACKER. Nope!
SCATTERF1ELD: Say, looks as if
you’ve really reformed, but tell me. why
are you waiting in line to see the dean of
registration, for old times sake?
FISTWACKER: ta wry smile on his
lips) Yeah. Just to show hint I’ve got no
hard feelings I’m inviting him to attend a
ceremony being held in his honor today
on Seventh Street.
SCATTERFIELD: No kidding, eh What
kind of eeremony?
GIVEN THE BOOT
The next day, for the second time in as
many years, James W. Fistwacker III was
given the boot from SIS, this time for
coaxing the dean of registration into bea most
shall we say
ing the target of
sinister and macabre 21 -gun salute.

Campus
Closeups
By DOANE YAWGER
Campus Liaison Editor
Undergraduate students may now tak
"pass-no pass" courses at Idaho State University, according to the ISU Bengal.
One course per semester is offered each
student from a selected list of openings.
Studentit get a P or NP instead of a letter
gratle, so GPA’s are not lowered hy
courses failed.
The plan was started last spring to encourage students to take classes outside
their major fields. Units credit are givrit
for each elass taken.
The University Daily Kansan reports
that students, faculty and employees at
the Lawrence campus may he faced with
a $10 vehicle tax to he used for road im.
provements.
A general election Nov. 5 will decide
the outcome for 11,129 car owners. Last
year ihe nteasure was defeated by a 4.1
tally.
The Daily K111110111 reporin that administrators are issuing "turn away" cards to
determine the 41 emand for popular
classes.

Only 15 students from the University
of Kansas attended an organizational
meeting of Citizens for Humphrey held
at a fraternity home.

’Minority Films Scarce,
Causes Delay in Series

Five Counties
Get Courses
From SJS
A five-county wide area will be
served by the SJS Extension Division this semester with 115
courses in 26 different subject
areas.
’The Extension Division, directed by Frank G. Willey, will begin
courses Oct. 8 and run through
January,
The extension courses are designed to reach out and serve
those people who cannot make the
trip to the SJS campus.
The essential function is tu
provide in-service training programs for area instructors and
to help them keep up with new
developments in education, according to Assistant Director Bill
Wishart.
Most of the courses are upper
division level and are taught in
the late afternoon and evenings by
300 San Jose extension in.structors teaching in the five cuunty
area.
Some of the areas of study are
Law Enforcement, Adult Literacy
Education, Problems of the City.
Physical Education, Art, Adult
Vocational Guidance, Science Education, Social Science, Business,
Economics, Music, Nursing, Sociology, tUreign languages, philosophy,
Home Economics. English, History,
Indu.strial Studies, Psychology, and
Healt Science.
"The large majority of extension
students," said Wishart, "are mature and experienced people and
employed in one of the professions
or semi-professions."
He said most of the students
"seek A:me experience in selfrenewal."
To help these studervts and
teachers to succeed during 1968,
"Exten.sion Services offers a high
quality self supporting program
netting 12,500 registration.s for
this fall," Wishart stated.
Courses are also offered concerning the racial problems. Wishart commented, "We (Extension
Division I have done more good for
racial minorities by dealing witli
the general problems that society
has created."
In the five county area, 10 (bores are offered in San Mateo County, 86 in Santa Clara County, 15
classes in Monterey County, and
four courses in Santa Cruz County.
Courses are either two or three
units each with a fee uf $15 per
unit. Registration will be at the
first meeting of the course.
Schedules for the extension
courses may be picked up at the
Extension Building Office, Building X, 319 S. Fifth St., or call
the office at 294-6414, ext 2211.
The Extension Division tries to
follow Oliver Wendell Holmes’
words "A man should share in the
action and passion of his times
at peril& being judged not to have
lived,’’ as it’s role in the community. The college then becomes more
versatile, meaningful, and progressive," Wishart commented.

Clark To Speak
At Gripe Session
Stimulate your thought - -gripe
--at the first weekly pipe session
Thursday, Oct. 3 in Cafeteria A&B
from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m.
be
Pres. Robert D. Clark
the first speaker, talking on "’The
Future of SJS." Following his
speech, Pres. Chirk will field
gripes concerning the open end
forum on educatiun.
Future session.s will deal with
grading, student -faculty relations,
the school of business, education.
and humanities and arts.
The weekly meetings am sponsored by the ASB Cimmission on
Education Reform and are open
to all students.

It

( Obtain lied 11.1/111

SAYING THE STATE $100,000 earned Dr. C. Grant Burton, executive dean, left, and his assistant, Angelo C. Centanni, center,
the second highest honor the state grants to its employees. Presenting the award is Pres. Robcrt Clark, right. The savings was
accomplished through the purchase of the American Can Co.
for a warehouse and corporation yard, instead of demolishing
part of the married student housing.
_ _ _

Jonah’s Wail Opens
Activities Tonight
Discussion, fellovrship, and music
are on tap at Jonah’s Wad this
evening as the coffee house opens
this semester’s activities from 8
p.m. until 1 a.m.
The coffee house, located downstairs at the Campus Christian
Center, 300 S. Tenth St., will be
open Friday and Saturday nights
this semester, according to Rev.

Boy Hugh, Lutheran campus ministry.
’The ba.sic purpose of the coffee
house is the extension of campus
ministries," Rev. Don Emmet, of
the United States Christian Ministry, commented. "It is also designed to provide a place for discussions and dialogues between
students on matters that deeply
concern their lives."

Emergency
Semester:
Views Vary

HOUSE POLICY
"Jonah’s Wail is understood to
be a Christian enterprise sponsored
by the campus ministries using facilities of the Center," is the stated
purpose of the coffee house policy.
"It is hoped that the conversation would include concerns in
Christian matters, and that sponsors would initiate and be open to
Christian dialogue when appropriate," the policy also stated.
The Wail was started in the
Spring of 1967 with a weekly
schedule, but due to staff duties,
is limited to two nights a week
this semester vvith the possibility
of. opening 4ip more nights later
in the year, Rev. Emmet indicated
Success came to the coffee shop
by way of Paul Sussman’s singing
and guitar playing and his management last semester.
This year, Friday night will be
"issues night" as Ftev. Hoch called
it. Discussions centered around current issues will be the main attraction along with folk singing by
individuals and groups from the
college community.

(Continued from Page 1)
chology said "all students at SJS
who have been unable to enroll
in the courses required by their
degree programs should be provided with the classes they need."
"Students should be able to continue and finish their education,
without interruption," he said.
When asked for a reaction to
the AFT proposal, State Senator
Clark Bradley said that until the
college dropped its Experimental
College and other classes with only
10 students, SJS can "go jump out
the window."
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos,
(D-24th Dist.) said he believed the
AFT proposal would be a "good
way to solve such a problem situation." He said he fold "badly"
about the students who were unable to get the classes they
wanted.
Assemblyman Earle Crandall.
(R-25th Distd expressed "great
concern" about the SJS students’
crisis and has been in contact with
State College Chancellor Glenn S.
Dumke to obtain further information on the extent of "what seems
to be an over eniollment problem
throughout the system this fall."
SJS administrators, including
Dr. William Dusel, executive vice
president and Dr. Hobart Burns,
academic vice president were hesittud. to admit a "crisis," but did
concur that if there was indeed a
crisis, something original should he
done

PLACE TO TALK
The Wail provides a place for
students and faculty to talk with
others about concerns that face us
today, Rev. Emmet stated.
The student operated coffee
house will feature on Saturday
nights, a short film with time allowed for private or group reaction and discussion after the film.
There vvill also be folk bands and
entertainment on Saturday nights.
The Wail is open to college
students and faculty with no admission charge. Coffee, cider and
do-nuts are sold.
Students interested in helping to
serve at the Wail should attend
the committee meetings on Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. at the Center.

KYA PRESENTS

CREATIVE DATING

r

Hundreds of new and exciting
fun things to do on dotes

Tired of doing the same thing
every weekend?
Send a copy of Creative
Dating to your boyfriend.

GUYS
1.4

1:BEATIN E DATING
P.O. Box 276
to

WALNUT CREEK, CALIF.
94596

s
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LIBRARY DISPLAY
At present a documentiry photographic exhibit, "One Continual
Cry," is on display in the library.
Shot by San Josean John Kouns,
the pictures portray the minority
movement, Miss Aley said.
Four local bookstores have also
been talked by the commission into
having a permanent section for
minorities. They are Spartan, Cal,
Kaleidoscope, and Kit’s bookstore.
’The second approach is equally
educational, but takes a different
tack," Miss Aley said. "This is being actively involved, not just reading about It.
"We put out a pamphlet called
’You Can Help,’ and spread 2000
of them around the White com-

Free Movie
Beginning the new session at
Frida) Flicks tonight is a Marlon Brando double feature: "On
the Waterfront" and "The Wild
One."
They will be shown FREE to
the entire campus community
in appreciation for past support
of the Friday Flicks series, akcording to a spokesman.

ONLY NORTHERN CALIFORNIA APPEARANCE
ON THEIR FAREWELL TOUR

Special Guest Stars THE

TRAFFIC

Oakland Coliseum Arena
Friday, Oct. 4 - 8:30 P.M.
All Seats Reserved
Prices $6 $5 $4 $3
Tickets on sale at Coliseum BOY Off;ce and ell agencies
A CONCERT ASSOCIATES PRODUCTION

National Service Fraternity

Faculty Cafeteria
Mon., Sept. 30 at 7:30 P.M.

GRAPE BOYCOTT

WHERE RACISM LIES
Over and above regular commission work, Miss Aley said she
wants to "take an accurate, intensive study of where racism lies at
SJS.
"I hope this won’t be looked on
as an attack on the institution,
but as a means of showing where
the institution has failed to change,
department by departrnent,
"Then we will make recommendations to these departments
where they can do away with
covert racism."
Such a program would take a
semester or two, she said, but she
wants to get started soon. For the
White man in the United States,
time is running out, according to
Miss Aley.
"I am so afraid," she said, "that
if we don’t work now, this country
is going to burn."

First Immanuel
Lutheran Church
And
Student Center
Lutheran Church
Missouri Synod
374 South 3rd Street
01

Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
2 Blocks From Campus

COLLEGE DISCUSSION GROUP
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT AT 7 P.M.
A. J. BROMMER, PASTOR 292-5404
N. A. FIRNHABER, VICAR 294-7033

Leff It To Roberts
For Art Supplies
Complete Silkscreen Equipment
Jewelrymaking Supplies
including Bulk Silver

9M191K

330 S. 10th St.

286-0930

FREE PARKING

FREE PARKING

curt

Oh

Student Discount
ON REQUIRED ITEMS

ART SUPPLIES
Save 20% Liquitex Acrylic
Save 10/, Oil and Watercolor Brushes
Save 20% Canvas and Stretcher Bars
Save 10% to 15% on hundreds of items

SPECIALS

You mean,
because I’m a student
or teacher I get
special rates at all
Hilton hotels in the U.S.?

NAME

Plus other supporting acts

ALPHA PHI OMEGA

"When they have come to us
(the commission) we’ve given support to their programs. Right now
we support the national table
grape boycott.
"We want to get involved in
their programs, but never forget
the problems of the White community."
The commission wants to expand its efforts. Miss Aley Ls campaigning to add three faculty
members to the present ratio of
six students and two faculty.
One of these three should be
Black, the other Chicano, she said
Along with this restructuring,
she said she will push a move to
make the commission a separate
entity. "We want it to be a separate thing, like experimental college, still a part of ASH, but not
an executive corranission, because
right now we have trouble getting
things done."

rmIlilton Hotels Corporation
National Sales Office. Palmer House
Chicago, Illinois 60690
Please send the Faculty -Student Rate Brochure that t.ill-, all.
I am a Faculty Member Cl Student CI
Please print full name and address plainly.

11 -
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canos to rap on the films, to tell
us if the media is. lying to us. This
is the way to find out if the media
is telling us the truth about our
culture, or perpetuating it by lying
about it."
The films are being shown
"almost" every Thursday at 7 p.m.
and Tuesday’ at 3 p.m. this semester. The first film will be shown
next Thursday and will be introduced by SJS Pres. Robert D.
Clark.
The commission, which got its
start last spring in the wake of
Martin Luther King’s assassination, tries to deal with White
racism from two approaches: academic and active, Miss Aley said.
The films are part of the academic approach. The commission
has also set up a special section
in the library across from the
browsing section in the card catalogue room.
When it begin.s two weeks from
now, the section will contain large
collection.s of works concerning the
problems, culture and literature of
minority races.

SPARTAN DAILYS
_

There IS something you can do.

!mini* I.,,t spi.ii4;. It tells Whites
how they can become involved,
informed, and how to help in the
areas of jobS and housing.
"Instead of going to the minotity
community and asking what can
we do for you, the traditional ;Approach, we believe we should go
to the Whites, The racism is in the
White community, t h e consequences in the ghettos."
This does not eliminate altogether working with minority
groups to fight racism, emphasized
Miss Aley.

Yes! See your campus Studentravel Director
for more information or use this coupon.

GIRLS

Have more fun on dates;
try something new and exciting.
Send SI with your name
and address to:
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HOME ADDRESS

ART PORTFOLIOS
23"x3I"
20"x26"
BULLETIN BOARDS
16"x24"
24"x48"

Sale
$1.83
1.24

1.75
3.95

1.19
2.79

Complete Supplies For Art
Classes Including:
Design I2A & B
Lettering 15
Drawing and Comp. 25A & B
Graphic Design I04A & B
Commercial Lettering 105A & B
Painting 114A & B
Watercolor I27A & B
Design and Comp. 140

STREET
ITY

STATE

SE

ZIP

COLLEGE NAME

L.:STREET

Reg.
$2.75
1.85

CITY

STATE

/IF

I 12 South 2nd Street
FREE PARKING

1
FREE PARKING
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WEEKEND SPECIAL

Gridders Face Crucial Test Against Fresno

Wondering
Where To Eat
Tonight?
Try Angelo’s

Kickoff is slated for 8 at Spartan
It’s no secret that if the SJS
football Spartans are to have any Stadium.
All the players and coaches can
kind of a successful season that
they must win their home opener !dti about last week is to forget
against Fresno State tomorrow it. Having heat Fresno last year
135-30 the Spartans should rate
night.

as the favorite; however, Head
Coach Harry Anderson is being
cautious in making linV Predictions
about Saturday night’s outcome.
"Fresno has always been tough
against us," remarked Anderson.

72 E. Santa Clara
Free Parking af 38 S. 3rd St.
FREE

"Ew
YORK STEAK
RIB-EYE

m lk w.th your steak

Salad, baked potato,
cbread
ilrag52.2$
Salad. baked potato,
bread and butter

$1.45
STEAK
HOUSE

ANGELO’S
BINAI B’RITH

HiMel at San Jose State College
A class in Elementary Modern Hebrew
by Re.bbi Familant

Thursdays at the Newman Center, 79 So. 5th St.
7:30 p.m. beginning Sept. 26

Yom Kippur Services

8:30

a.m. and 1:00 a.m.

Students are officially excused from classes

Bi-Weekly Lox and Bagel Brunches

SJS cross-countty runners begin a season of running for their
life tomorrow at 11 a.m. when the
squad opens the dual-meet seasun
against the Athens Club on the
5tx-mile Coyote Park course.
The Spartans are 23 strong going into the initial meet. The depth
gives coach Ernie Bullard a sense
of security, the quality of the runners has him worried.
"We have good depth but their
ability is a question mark," Bullard said.
Saturday’s meet will give a good
indication of the SJS power.
Transfer Andy Vollmer from
Modesto J. C. leads the Spartan
team which includes MI All-

Beginning Sunday, Oct. 6 at noon at the Stanford
International Student Center $1.25 HiIlel Registrants $1.00
Call 241-3853 evenings for information

For information about all our activities please
return this coupon:
Name
Address

Zip _

_

Return to: Hillel, The Clubhouse, Stanford CA 94305

senior tailback, was the
TOP RUSHER Walt Shockley, SJS
top rusher for the Spartans in their loss to Stanford on the Farm
last Saturday. Tomorrow night, Shockley and his metes will be
trying to even their record at I -I when they meet the Fresno
State BullUogs at 8 p.m. in Spartan Stadium. Last year, the Spartans edged the Bulldogs 35-30. Fresno also lost its season opener
last week.
ONLY NORTHERN CALIFORNIA APPEARANCE

BUFFY
SAINTE-MARIE
FR!. EVENING, OCT. 4, AT 8.30
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM

Tickets Now: S4.50, S3.50, S2.50
On Sale a+: Wendell Watkins Box Office

at Sherman Clay, 50 No. \Winchester Rlvd. Phone 296-7866,
and Dilcorama, 222 So. First Sf.

KEEP YOUR MONEY
ON CAMPUS
All books and supplies
at BARGAIN prices

cpaPtan gook-Istore
’official on-campus store’

XEROX
,,

In the tradition of Nob Hill.
But spiced
with the spirit of the Barbary Coast.

COPIES
1 Oc

Cambridge Classics
with Fortrer

HILLIS PRINTING COMPANY

Cambridge Classics are very San Francisco. Urbane, with clean lines
and crisp tailoring. Authentic styling. with updo-the-minute colors
and patterns Fortrelrpolyester and cotton.14.50 and under. For a list of
MOP Box 2468. South San Francisco, California 94080
nr.-irbv

38 South Fourth Street
San Jose, California
29535

eainbri

CACTUS CASUALS6

finest games a.s he rushed for 166
yards in 23 attempts. Rodgers has
not announced any special defen.se
to stop the Spartan tailback but
it wouldn’t be surprising if the
Bulldogs assigned their rover to
stay with Walt tit all times, if
that’s possible.
Shockley also leads all SJS pass
receivers with four caught for
70 yards. John Crevello and Ken
Flake each grabbed three, vvith
Flake catching one TD pass from
Don Perkins.
Little Frankie Slaton caught
fire against the Tiihe as he almost
broke two kickoff returns for six points. Should he get the chance
against the Bulldogs Frank can
score from anywhere on the field.
Quarterbacking the SJS trffense
could either be Russ Munson, Mark
Woods, or Don Perkins. Munson
and Woods failed to move the team
when given the chance and Perkins completed seven of 11 passes
in looking the sharpest of all
the Passers.
"Perkins is a good athlete no
doubt about it," said Andersion.
"Right now we’re just going to
have to wait and see which of
the boys will start."

Harriers Open
With Athens

1010 University Ave. San Jose
Temple Emanuel
Tuesday, Oct. 1 7:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 2

"They consider us as one of their
main rivals and always seem to
get up a little more for our
game"
Bullcbgs’ coach Darryl Rogers
has announced some lineup
changes for Saturday’s encounter.
Starting at the offensive strong
guard spot will be 197 pound
senior from Reedley College, Brad
Fishel and at halfback 167 pound
junior from Coalinga College, Walt
Jensen. Fred Parker, who started
at halfback last week has been
moved to fullback in place Of the
injured Mike Flores.
"After watching the boys the
past three days I think that we
are ready for San Jose," stated
Rogers. "We have worked on execution till week as this wa.s our
main weak point against Idaho."
One point vithich the SJS coaches
have worked on this week has been
the play of the defensive line. "The
line didn’t put enough pressure
on Plunkett last week and both
Zimmerman and Hudson must be
respected," said Anderson.
One player who Fresno will be
watching for is Spartan tailback
Walt "The Shocker" Shockley.
Last year against the Bulldogs
"Shocker" enjoyed one of his

I

Between Santa Clara Street and the College
on Fourth Street

American runners. Vollmer recorded a 27:21 in the Watermelon
run,
Darrell Dent and Bryon LOWIT.
the All-Americans, combine with
Vollmer to form part of the team
Bullard hopes will be bound for
New York for the NCAA meet.
To reach the NCAA finals, the
Spartans vvill have to prove their
superiority %.111 the West Coast.
Last year the SJS team Yvon
every dual meet and advanced
into the NCAA meet where they
finished seventh,
But Coach Bullard feels the
Spartans will have a harder task
because USC and San Diego State
have become powerhouses.

Brother Battle Tops
Water Polo Opener Alpha Phi Omega

,i,
.

Brotherly love will be a thing
f the past tonight when the San
ose State water polo team opens
ts season against the Olympic
lub at 7 o’clock in the Spartan

Bob Likins, an All-American
oalie for SJS is back in fold for
t he Spartans. At the opposite end
i f the pool is his brother, Jack
i ikins, who gained All-American
1 mom while playing for SJS last
I ason.
Jack and the rest of the Olympic
I ub vvill have a tough time firing
-- 1 oals past Likins and Dennis LornI ard, another All-American goalie
I or the Spartans.
Even with the pair defending
he nets, the game will Provide
lenty of scoring. The Olympic
lub is as good as most. college
cams, according to Spartan coach
e Walton.
But the cage guards offer a big
lus for the Spartans. "Sometimes
e go as high as 18 shots at a
time without scoring in practice."
alton noted.
Also boosting the Spartans is
the combination of Mr. Inside and
Mr. Outside.
Tim Halley is the team’s tight
man. "He (Halley) is great in
elate to the net, which is a difficult place to shoot from," Walton
said. "He turns his defensive
player every way but loose and
then scores."
Bill Gerdts is Mr. Outside. "He
picks up the ball at the middle of
the pool and rifles a flat shot
right into the corner," Walton
of ered.
Big gun for the hustling Spartans is Greg Hind, who just missed
making the Olympic water polo
team. Walton laudeci Hind as a
complete player. "Ile can swim,
handle the ball, pass and shoot,"
Walton praised.

i
i1

FRIDAY FLICKS
MARLON BRANDO SPECIAL
ON THE WATERFRONT
Co -Starring Rod Steiger

and

TIIE WILD ONE
Admission FREE
Continuous from 6:00 p.m.

Sept. 27 in JC 141

Collegiate Sunday
Worship Services
This Sundav!
Chapel of
Reconciliation
300 S. 10th St.
9:30 a.m. UNITED SERVICE for:
Methodist, Presbyterian, Disciples
of Christ and United Church of
Christ

Intramurals
Today is the last clay entries
will be accepted for football. A
$10 forfeit fee is payable at the
Student Affairs Business Office.
There will be an important
meeting of sprats managers and
football team captains Monday at
3:30 p.m. in MG201.
Football officials are needed.
Applicants may sign up in the Intramural Office.
Tennis entries are due Oct. 4.

Presents

11:00 a.m. LUTHERAN
6:00
The

EPISCOPAI, (Eucharist)
Chapel of Reconciliation k open daily for
personal meditation

Acioss from the \leo’,
Arr.

Plow, 29::02111
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LOWER THAN STANDBY!
AVOID BLACKOUT DATES!

Inside Left Nourzad Leads Booters to Victory
av TIM tiARCIA
from the shoulder of an unidenti- an outstanding performance in al-Imerous thefts.
I lovv
spartan Daily sports ggriter
I I iI)11.1s at I
,,nly siv -,1 ,t I
The defense received a strong
fied Spartan player.
th., spartan co,11
,Stir4 nu- supporting role from the offense,
The Spartan der, Ilse turned
Inside left Fred Nouizad scored
who Ird by the fine playmaking of
six goals in leading the San Jose
Nourzad and right half Ahmad
State soccer squad to a 9-2 openBayati, showed excellent ball coning game victory over a spirited
trol.
Chico State Co liege eleven
Wednesday night before 700 specNourzad, whose double hat trick
tators in Spartan stadium.
is a Spartan record, was called by
junior varsity coach Gary Irteini,
The Spartans scored first with
"one of the most underrated col11:44 left in the first quarter on
lege soccer players in the nation."
a head-shot by Nourzad off a pass
by right wing Bob Boogaard.
Varsity mach Julie Menendez
added to Nourzad’s praises by
Chico came back to knot the
lauding him for his outstanding
score in the tenth minute of play
performances along vvith Bayati.
on it 10 yaid straight on smash
Luis Mintegui, AI Rodrigues, and
by highly -touted center forward
Zeljko Pavic.
Orval Hughes. Freshman Jerry
Simoes drew an assist on the goal.
SHOWED PLEASURE
Before halftime, Nourzad scored
Coach Menendez showed his
twice on a pair of 15 yarders and
pleasure vrith Spartan performright w ing Art Romswinckel
ance by saying, "they played very
scored once on it pass from little
well for this early in the season.
Mani Hetnandez to make the
They shot for an unusually high
score 4-1,
percentage. Look at Nourzad. He
ICED VIE DAME
scored on six of eight attempts.
The defense looked very good.
The Spartans iced the game in
’rhey were the major reason the
the third quarter on three goals
offensive had the ball so much."
by Nourzad of 6, 15, and 20 yards

MOIMPIPPIM 111-504"r’ -1""1""Iglal

and a goal by Hernandez from 6
yards out.
Hernandez scored the Spartans’
final goal in the last quarter from
among a crowd of white-clad
Chico defenders.
Chico closed out the scoring on
a direct kick by senior left half
Fred Espinar who drew an assist

Photo

by

Matt,

Adams

CENTER FORWARD Ed Storeh looks on as his shot goes too
high. The Spartans won 9-2 as forward Fred Nourzad ran wild
for six goals.
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MIKE ELVITSKY
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In Qu,
in prison. ile’:orr tor
After last sseek’s loss to Stanford one S.IS gridder ssas
heard saying. "Ilan they sure nuist have a lot of mosses up lion -T. ’1. annual clash will be at 10 a.m
at San Quentin.
And man lic Win)n) kidding.
The Spartababes will unveil a
111)111Pr how you cut it, in order to have a top flight football
team sou 11)IVP 10 have the green paper. ’Many of the schools wide open passing game and a
which SJS nil! face this SP11))011 on the gridiron have allotted large, quick defense according to
-etches lannie Julius and Cass
Nice as much mimes than the Spartans lune.
For example, take a sclusol
Sim Diego State. ’Else Aztecs. .Vwkson,
The inmates are always big
%wed to give their athletic program S500,0(10, with most of thi
monis going for football. SiS operates on a budget of S.2.89.0011 :mil fast but usually lack endttrAccording to Jackson, San
for athletics. I hate to he bummer hut on mones aliens San Diego
Qacntin will have several players
sl
1)1 !lase little trouble with ihe Spartans
,the nowt in %,ith professional .exparience that
the Aztecs 40,000 jainined-paikeil stadium
vs
pluvide a good test for the
ktither.
Since the Stanford-SJS game was televised throughout the Spa rtababes.
"Our offense will center around
western portion of the United States by ABC, the school re.
quarterback Art Butler and his
ceised a very handsome check from the broadcasting compans.
ci,; Darryl Queen and Calliet"s face it, if athletics is to survive on a big-time st.ale here % in I. wis," saki Jackson.
that lllll ey should go toward more athletic scholarships.
I
,1’
and Lewis are from He1.,11 High School, in Beaumont,
Other coaches might inwardly resent
st of the
Texas;
a
school
that has produced
ing for foothill! since most of the so-called minor sports !lase
,,eoral football greats including
sueceeded with what littlt. money they get.
tl,ti Farr, Queen is a 9.8 sprinter
Look at the great job Dan (dines anti Stan Nlorrisou base \%ito is al.. a top trark prospect.
done with the basketball teant.
Dow. about Lee A’alion’s water
polo squad. Bud A iiiter’s trackmen should finish in the top
three in the nation next year.
Wane
So if these people can make it
Mil 10 cloC141S11R MYSIIR, 118USI SAN I0,SE 296
why can’t the football department?
I honestly don’t know. The
answer is a very complex one.
Harry Andersou and his staff
are doing their best which is all
any
ran ask.
One solution to the llllll ey
problem might be charging SJS
sitidenis admission fel‘m. Nay
$1,50 per ticket. to the football
games.
LAI:
Why not up du. registration
her= Sclen-e
fees another S:10 with a portion
of the llllll ley going towards the
program.
titer all besides selling a program. ou’re selling yourself.

In the preliminary game iii)
Spattan junior varsity lost their
season opener by a 4-2 count to
College or San Mateo.

The offense v,ill also feature
Doug Mosebar, 6’5", 230, at tackle, Rich Alpers. 6’1", 215 and Larry
Barnes at the guards. Garry Washington and Dan Parter will be the
runners to watch
Four beefy specimens make up
the defensive line. They are Walter
Edwards, 6’5", 215, All Northern
California defensive end from Santa Cruz; Larry Turner, 6’7", 245;
Seytnour Jones, 6’3", 220, All -Oklahoma as sophomore and junior
before moving to East Palo Alto
where he starred for Ravenswood
111. S.; and Steve Hammitt 6’6",
235, fiv.vm
Alameda who played in
the Shrine game along with flanker Darryl Queen.
Coach Julius has high hopes for
his linebackers, David Chaney,
5’11", 215; Phil Covington, 6’1",
190, and Bob Lecuyer. 5’11", 210.
Al Harris, from Richffond, 6’,
175

heads a

fine group of de-

fensive backs. "Bernard McCrew,
Jerome

Navies,

and

Mike
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FOREIGN CAR SERVICE
;
SERVICE ON:
PORSCHE

VW

MERCEDES
VOLVO

TRIUMPH

286-8989

AUSTIN HEALEY

MG

or 286-8870

CADILLAC

SPECIALIZING
IN FOREiGN AND
SPORTS CAR REPAIR

CHEVROLET

111410:1(41

100MCSille, Alit() Repair

U. A 1111 1:‘:11 (111:TWEEN 1st

2m1)

J NAH’S WAIL
10th & SAN CARLOS

OPEN TONIGHT, SEPT. 27th
FOR THE FALL SEMESTER

Coffee, Conversation,
Folk Music, Discussion, Films

Every Fri., Sat., 8p.m.-1 a.m.
t;Lifer’s bjg deal gets you through
29 term papers, 3 book reports,17exams,
52 cOzzes and 6 months of homework.
Sorry about that. Sheaffer’s big deal means you can
%,re

write twice as long. Because you
get the long-writing Sheaffer dollar
ballpoint plus an extra long-writing
49C refill free. All for just a dollar.
How much do you think you can

Vie-

SHEAFFER.

P.M.
P.M.

MAT. WED. SAT. SUN. kJ

USED

fo

$19

PEGGY
IMPORTS
-the gt eeriest WM
tilP II //0/P NOP/ti.

STANLEY KUBRICK PRODUCTION

159 COLUMBUS AVE.
CORNER PACIFIC AVE.
SAN FRANCISCO
1/2 block below
City Lites Bookstore
DAILY 10:30 A.M.-7 P.M.

SUPER PANAVISION. gair;19:10 "METROCOLOR
stim Ng

FREE ESTIMATES
; LOAN CAR
AVAILABLE

JAGUAR

COATS
$5

early!

Phone V08) 293-1033
,mimmx

LEATHER - SUEDE - FUR
ANCIENT

for

information.

"Kubrick provides the viewer with the
closest equivalent to psychedelic experience
this side of hallucinogens!"-TZ7."A fantastic movie about man’s future! An
unprecedented psychedelic roller coaster of
"Kubrick’s ’2001’ is
an experience!
the ultimate trip!’m

JACKETS

SUMMER
EUROPE
Charter Flight
Now Set
ROW,’

60 N. First St., San Jose

The world’s longest writing dollar ballplAolirnittePen.

EVENINGS
Thurs.

134 "
T-M TRAVEL
.WWIRRIMIRA

field prospects," said Jackson.

Thru

RESERVE NOW! LIMITED SPACE!
For application form, phone or write

The Spartan varsity opens recular season play tomorrow at I I
a.m. in Santa Cruz against Inc
University of Califoinia at Sani.,
Cruz.

bock are also good defen.sive back-

Mon.

Returns Jan. 5

Leaves Oakland Dec. 20

The Spartan goals Well’
by inside right bob Barthel. on a
seven yard rebound shot and la.
right wing lien Mongclsdorf
:1
20 yard smash.

Sophomore Mani Hernandez, fln
exciting 5-5, 138 pounder from
Spain, drew applause throughout
the game for his clever ball handling and his daring shots. Several
times during the contest little
Mani barely missed on tricky shots
from wide angles and from backwards positions.

Spartababes To Face
San Quentin Prison

DC-8 JET CHARTER
TO NEW YORK

ritontirrn inn 17,,,D,

KEIR DULLEA GARY LOCKWOOD STANLEY KUBRICK sso ARTHUR C. CLARKE STANLEY KUBRICK

PHONE 981-5176
113 1965 W. A 5

i AFIER PIN IOMPA*IY, (OHT MAIPSON, IOWA. A TEXTRON

COMPANY

%R T.%N

Art Salo, Show
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Friday September 27 1968
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.. Students ,nd Mrs. Fred Lambourne examine Chinese artifacts.

2 ft. x 3 ft

MARRIED?

only $195

Include your spouse in SJS activities

164.9S 1..)

Setal arty blas-k es white
P

PIO ’PP

I

PUS 1

Of CO1Of

t!..

11 .O1C

Get a SPOUSE CARD for only

P U. BOX 165

p 7 7 Enclose SI.0,
WO011‘ 1.1
cash, tlia,n 1’1 BMOC). order
C.O.D.’sr Add sales tax where app:
cable.
Puster rolled and mailed (law’
pauli in sturdy tube. Of-wit.’ mat,
mil Tutu; ned und.anaged. Sausfacta

Swingline
Tot Stapler

98e

:!41-.311
AT THE STUDENT AFFAIRS BUS. OFF. BLDG R

ALL REQUIRED
BOOKS & SUPPLIES

NOW
cpaptent goek4toPe

------1741:::41.124.11.

’official on-eatnims store’

etc

(POLITICAL)

(POLITICAL)

Photo Critic Says .

Old Cathay
On Exhibit

’Continual Cry’ Display Fails
To Depict Cry of Oppressed

Ancient Chinese costumes and
furnishings from the colletI,..r
of Frank James. a Palo
antique dealer, and Anna Lanibourne. a 53.year old sopho.
more at SJS who has spent 20
years of her life in China, are
on exhibit until Friday, October 4 in the Main Art Gallery.
"Strains Flynn Old Cathay"
!Cathay was the Tartar name of
a race which unce ruled North
China’ is the name of the shots.
third to open in the Main Gallery this semester.
Lambourne left her native
Siberia during the Russian Revolution and moved to China.
During the years she lived in
China, she and her husband collected ivory, jade, embroidery
and furniture through the antique store she owned, Only
about half of her Collections are
displayed in the gallery.
The oldest item on display in
the exhibit is a plaster wall
painting which was removed by
James from a demolished temple
outside of Shanghai after W.W.
1, Mrs. Lambourne said. The
painting is estiznated to be 300
years old.
The woman’s Chinese gown in
the gallery is the authentic
dress which vins worn by the
lords, mayors and important
wople in the Imperial Royal
Palace, and is itt least 125 to
200 years old, she said.
The Chinese bowl, gong and
tea sersice belong to Mr. and
Mrs. James Lowe of San Jose.
Mrs. Lambourne, who came to
the United States in 1946, has
been a real estate broker in the
peninsula for 19 years. Majoring
in art and language, she said
she "enjoys SJS."
A ixisident of Los Gatos, she
hopes someday to retire and
spend her time veriting novels,
short stories, and poetry

1011SI HUM
simian Daily staff Writer
One Continual Cry, a photo
essay consisting of 51 prints depicting "the ery of oppressed
people for justice and equality"
is nGvir on display in the centtal
arra of the library.
The photographer, John A.
Kouns, is a 1955 SJS graduate
WII0 WOHCS as a free-lance photographer and augtnents his income with blue collar employment. For this group of photos,
Kouns spent two years in the
the agrisouth anti one year
cultural valleys of California.
events
from
The taints show
the Delano Pilgrimage of 1966,
the Poor People’s March on
Washington and confrontations
between civil rights workers and
pollee in Selma, Alabama.
Nouns wants the viewer to
empathize with what he secs
but in this, the photographers
falls short of his mark.
’rhe events are long gone and
perhaps overdone - many of the
prints are cliches. Some are effective and many ate not. There
is one print of a Selma cop with
a cigar in his mouth that seems
to say it all. One comes away
from looking at it with an emotion, perhaps anger.
But when later you look at a
print of a man tvith a hat on his
chest anti a faraway look in his
eyes, there is nothing. It is simply an arty. low-key print of a
-

Three ’Guerillas’
Get Together
On S.F. Campus
Three "guerilla theaters" will
meet on the campus of San
Francisco State College this
weekend for a festival of radical
the first of its kind
theater
on the west coast.
The testis al will include workshops, seminars and film.s. Also
on hand will be the San Francisco Mime Tioupe, best known
for presenting commedia delrarte plays in public parks in the
S.F. area, F:l Theatre Campesino,
formerly the theater of Caesar
Chavez’s farmworkers union, and
The Elread and Puppet Theater,
which has performed in New
York streets and chuich halls for
tilt. last five years.
The 3-day affair is sponsored
by the Astaxiiated Students of
SFSC, the Parnassus Institute
and the Esalen Institute.
Tickets may be purchased
SFS(’ box office.
through

Buffy Sainte-Marie
Performs at Civic
Buffy Sainte-Marie, folksinger
and composer, will perform in
concert Friday. Oct. 4, at 8:30
p.m. at Sall Jose Civic Auditorium.
A Cree Indian, proud of her
heritage. Buffs’ Sainte-Matie is
litobably best known for her
"Universal Soldier" and "Until
It’s Time For You To Go." She
wrote and recorded both songs.
Tickets for her only Northern
California appearance are $4.511,
$3.50 and $2.50. They are available at Discorama, 222 S. Film
St., San Jose, and at Wendell
Watkins Box Office in Sherman
Clay, 50 N. Winchester Blvd.,
Santa Clara.

WOOLWORTH’S

man with a famviay look in bis
eyes.
’rhis is not to say that there
are not many fine prints contained within the exhibit. There
are, and these make the trip to
the libtary worth while. There
is a print of Caesar Chavez
slumped ln a chair and seated
next to the late Robert F. Kennedy. You can see the exhaustion and also the compassion as

Ow
ed Isiasler
’Ia. halal
of an older WOrnan seated next
to him.
There is also a sign on the highway on the outskirts of a town
which proclaims that units 47110 of the KKK "Welcomes
You."
’Finite are many good prints
in the show and some that are
only mediocre. The exhibit will
run until Nlonday. Oct. 7,

is part of a picture on display in
Above
PHOTO EXHIBIT
the library of the late Robert F. Kennedy taken by John A.
Kouns. Kouns, an SJS graduate, recorded parts of the Delano
Grape Strike and Pilgrimage with which Kennedy was closely
associated.

Controversial Magazine?
literary magaz.ine.
neW
A
The Anomaly - San Jose Quarterly Review, will make its first
hopefully controappearance
versial - - in local bookstores and
mailboxes Monday or Tuesday,
according to general editor of
the publication, Ken Donahue.
Donahue, a senior English major here, said the magazine will
offer a variety of professional
and amateur prose. poetry, fiction and art, oriented to the
campus but not limited by it.
"We are Hying not to saddle
ourselves with our own point
of view." Donahue said. "We
will print and reject material
only on the quality of the writ "Anomaly," defined as something a little different that caning."
not be eatagorized, "will hot be
Avant Garde," Donahue explained. "In many respects it
is very traditional. While limiting

for controversial elements, we
are retaining enough tradition
to hopefully hold conservative
readers."
Donahue said the magazine
is staffed by about 10 volunteers.
Ile said the first issue will be
about 65 pages king without
ads and will distribute about
1000 copies. Two hundred, fifty
advance subscriptions have been
sold. The remainder will be sold
through local bookstores.
’’It is almost impossible to get
Ft magazine on a newsstand because
most
newsstands
are
leased by a store to a central
magazine distributor," Donahue
complained. ’"rhere is just one
distributor in the city of San
Jose." he said.
Financed by contributions from
teachers, students, people at
large anti advance sales, Donahue said the financial coixiition
of the micazine is good.
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IN A CRISIS, it takes courage to
be a leader ... courage to speak out
. . . to point the way . . . to say,
"Follow .11e!" In a crisis, it takes
action to survive ... the kind of decisive actinn that comes from a man
of sound inItinct, as well as intelligence.
If America is to survive this crisis
... if the youth of America are to
inherit a sane and even promising
world. we must have courageous,
constructive leadership. The kind of
leadership that only George C.
Wallace---of all Presidential candidates --has to offer. That’s why
young Americans who really think
support \\*

TIIEY KNOW that it takes courage to stand up for America against
the pseudo - intellectual professors,
the hippies. the press and the cntire
liberal Establishment. And they’ve
got that courage.
Thousands and thousands of
tomorrow’s leadersthe thinking
young men and women of America
who have courage and who are
willing to act are joining
YOUTH FOR WALLACE. You
should join, too.
There are no dues. Send in the
coupon to receive your membership
card, the YEW Newsletter and a
copy of "STAND UP FOR
AMERICA," the story of George
C. Wallace.

Downtown
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Store Only -

27 So. First St.
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EFree Flair pen with this coupon and
1 otil E
=or more. Offer expires Saturila. October 19. G
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V Cheek List For Campus Needs
88e to 83.49
--- Waste Baskets
-

$3.33 to 87.99

- Desk Lamps

82.99 to S14.99

-- Alarm Clocks
-

-

57e to $6.99

Drapes, Plastic. Fabric. Fibreglas

$3.47 to 58.27

Bedspreads

SI.47 to .53.99
87e to S1.99

Bath Towels
1r

59c to SI.69

g Board Covers

Webster’s Dictionary

49e to S3.95

Binders

69e to 82.49
10c to 81.98

Ball Point Pens
V1629
ouor

a

ace

N W

washing"(20;)) (2’96281192

I
years old and pledge tn support George C. Wallace for President.
Please send me my membership card in YOUTII FOR WALLACE and the
Newsletter.

60 wooil - 79e, 12 plastic

.

33e
SI

-- Immersion Deater (Boils liquids in 2 min.)

NOBLOT DESK SET
with your college emblem

83.79
ts, in .ize

Two famous NOBLOT Ball Point
Pensone black, one redset
in modern chrome holders on
deeplustre black base.
Handsome,
your desk.

S2.19dhle. a S2.29
P,k

up

Point

tisDisir

CITY, STATE, ZIP
SIGNATURE

$1.00 to S8.99

Pendants for Turtlenecks
-- Clothes Pitts

Sheets

MAILING ADDRESS

EBERHARD FABER’S

86.99 to 8.99

- - Go Go Watches

llot Plate. single burner

PRINT NAME

Looks great...
writes great...
is great!
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perfect for

TR 35,. porous point pen, too. With rmaSitolstim
with a thin, strong line every time! Eight colors. 69a.
,
,
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an Eberhard rel/er
Writell

A
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handy,

$298
(with emblem)
at college bookstore only

""""."....;

EBERHARD FABER
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WILKES BARRE. PA

NEW VORA

CANADA

GERMANy
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Sports Cars Are Impractical
But Fun and Comfortable
t.lit;t: JOHNSON
Canipte. 1.Ite Writer
e hand
:eit next
le high-

Somewhere between your college

budget

and

foreign

ear

parts department you’ve discov-

a WWII

ered that being the owner of a

ins 47Acorties

low priced sports car is as impractical as a smoke signal. You
may even ask youiself. "What
ant I doing with this little 4vvricieled bandit?"
This sawed-off toy of yours
has definitely got its bad points.
It has trunk space for at least
four textbooks. Its iron hard
suspension rides the freeway
like a knuckle over a washboard.
YOU also pay enough insurance
and upkeep to over-compensate
for the low mileage of the pintsized engine which quite often
has less than one hundred horses
(ponies?i. When it comes time
to move home for the summer,
you may as well be on roller
skates,
After rebuilding the transmis-

prints
hat are
bit vrill
T.

.ion. you begin to doubt your
ability to be practical. Then you
Jerk your left foot and right
hand and go snarling off into
second geztr. Having completely
forgotten about your problem of
spending money, you crack a
grin and go even quicker to
third and fourth gear. The problem of your being impractical
will not aiise for arounci fivethousand miles, which is tunc-up
t ime.
Like many of us, you are hopelessly addicted to sports cars and
look forward to the day when
the checkered flag flutters in
front of you.
Owning some sort of half
sports car would be about halt’
the fun at a moderate decrease
in expense. Owning some overpowered semi -compact that rolls
wide -oval rubber all over the
toad would make you hold your
breath on a tight corner.
Your sports car feels like an
extra set of hands; so tory deli-

eate and sensitive, yet quick and
fist -hard on turns. It fits you
snugly but comfortably. Like
wearing a turtle-neck sweater.
you are only visable from the
chin up.
You have no bolt -in -the -neck
acceleration with a low priced
sports ear, j11.9t it responsive,
controllable machine that acts as
a single unit, capable of sure
handling and quick stops.
Actually, the very fast sports
cars are the ultimate in automobiles. To build a machine that
powerful and maintain safety
and sophistication is extremely
expensive, however
beyond
the scope of most young students. But the low-cost sports
car driver refuses to sacrifice
sophistication and engineering
excellence for brute. gas guzzling
power, which is found in many
passenger automobiles. But face
it Parnelli. you’re not in it to
save your cash.
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Alphas Chi Omega: Sally Lynn
Arnold, Castro Valley; Diane
L. Ford, Sacramento; Kathryn
McCandless, San Francisco and
Rosemary Rielly, Oceanside.
Alpha Oinieron PI: Margaret
J. Cox, Palmdale and Marla
Williams, Renton.
Alpha Phl: Elizabeth Gay Atkinson, Inglewood; Nora Ellen,
Concord; Linda Susan Crete,
Lodi; Charlene Flack. San Jose;
Shari Hall, Red Bluff; Cheryl
Hanson, Denver; Keiry Lynn
Kress, Piedmont; Barbara Renee
Rogers, San Jose; Cindy LaVonna Samis, San Jose; Christine
Sue Savalc, San Rafael; Etta
Simpson, Hermosa Beach and
Mary E. Yost, Orinda.
Chi Omega: Lana Auman,
Millbrae; Kathleen Caputo, San
Jose; Susan Gallerstein, San
Diego; Susan Margaret Kelley.
Oakland; Sue Larocco, Los Gatos; Cheryl Lucille O’Connor.
Palmdale; Nora Leslie Olbrant.
Fort Old; Kay Ann Powell,
Santa Ana; Pamela Ann Reiser,
Sunnyvale and Denise Lynn Sortino, San Jose.
Delta liamina: Christine Bernardis, Sacra men to; Kathy
Erickson, Stockton; Moll’ Jo
Fischer, Sa cra men t o; Judy
Lentz, Los Altos; Julie Anne
Lindsey, Santa Barbara; Lind
Sue Long, Upland; Sandie Alr
Teer, Stockton; ilentia Kathr
Parker. Meet ville; Amy
nil
Pearce, Piedmont; Pam Peterson, Stockton; Judith Anne Poc, ,
Livermore; Jacicie Restivo, I..,
Habra; Susan Kathleen Shea,

Stockton and Martha
Worrell, Piedmont.

Louise

Delta Zeta: Claudia M. Davenport, Castro Valley; Sherrill A.
Ford, San Jose; Kathryn Haden,
Fremont; Martha Jo Heembroek,
Sunnyvale; Linda Jane Maher,
Fremont; Patricia Mason, San
Gabriel; Barbara McCurdy, San
Jose: Cynthia Myrna’, Richmond: Mary Frances Slater,
Hildshorough and Carole Lynn
Thompson, Cupertino.
Gamma Phl Beta: Julie A.
Bihn, Sonoma; Margaret E. Connolly, Vallejo; Carol Gerard,
Lodi; Barbara Gerbi, San Francisco; Vickie Patricia Kuhn, San
Francisco; Cherie Lambert, Redondo Beach; Jan McCall, Campbell; Cheryl Lee Ranzau. San
Jose;
Linda Rosenberg, San
Francisco; Susan M. Rozell, San
Jose; Mary Ann Shary, Santa
Rosa; Marge Ann Wimpee, San
Jose and Diana Rose Wuest,
Santa Rosa.
Kappa Pappa Gamma: Gayle
E. Auciredge, Arleta; Nora Jean
Chan, Stockton; Linda Hvistendahl, Tulare; Sharon C. Kielling,

1".

s:

ecti
EARRINGS
HEADS
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citAIN

FILIGREE

Burlingame; Cathy Macleod, Los
Altos; Carol Marie Murphy, San
Jose; Shirley Robinson, San
Jose; Eleanor Randolph Rogers,
Kentfield; Janet Lynn Shine,
and Dinah Toms, Orinda.
Kappa A I pha Theta: Jan
Adair, San Jose; Janet Lee Allshouse, Burlingame; Anne Marie
Borsi, San Jose; Katherine Jean
Brown, Salinas; Charlotte Dunn,
Stockton; Alexis Anne Gawienowski, Sunnyvale; Nancy Horton. San Jose; Elizabeth Land,
Piedmont;
Kathleen Margery
McKenna, Santa Ana; Michele L.
Monahan, Santa Ana; Roseann
Noland, Yuba City; Lorraine E.
Reynolds, San Rafael; Signe
Seastrom, San Anselma and Janine Annette Stanhope, Fremont.
Sigma Kappa: Mary Archamhault. Stockton: Jeanne Ann
Bonn, Mt. View; Betty Goldstone, Hillsbotough; Leslie GilleIan. San Leandro; Joy Goldbert,
Longview; Susan Hardesty,
Hillsborough. Kathryn Harrington, San Jose; Sandra L. Johnson, Sunnyvale; Pa me I a D.
Sutherland, San Jrate and Sharon
M. Wolverton, Sunnyvale.
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Pre-Game Entertainment
Has Experimental Flash
’Tomorrow’s
football
game
again.st Fresno State will be
preceded by the sound of last
Friday’s Reg Dance.
The S’auth Bay Experimental
Flash will play their "emotionalIY oriented music." beginning at
6:30 p.m.
Those who went to the reg
dance know that the music of
the Flash is unusual, as well as
outstariding. The group’s Pour
members play in an unique and
difficult blend of Brubeck. Herbie Mann jazz, raid vibrations of
the C’ream.
The Flash has been heard at
Ricardo’s, thz, Lotus Room. The
Lion’s Share, Niles Canyon. and
now have that untiii-i:ikable

sign of good quality, sever,.
recording offers After an hour and ten min
tales of the South Bay Experimental Flash the 1Marehing band
will perform at 7:40 with the
game starting at 8:00.

New

College nutoinotive
MOBIL GAS
Corner of Son rorlios ond 1 lth Sfs.

AT LEN & AUS B.101EitS1101)

COURTESY OF STATE ANNEX
MEN’S SHOP
WITH EVERY PURCHASE OF S25 OR MORE

AT STATE ANNEX
470 S. 10th ST. tT W ILLIAMS
286-1238

Books

OPEN MON. THRU FRI. 10-9
SAT. 10-5:30

From Our Warehouse
50% To 80o Off!
More Om 1..er) Day

ra,Books Inc.

OFFER COOD Ht011 sEPT. 27-0( T.

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
A in, 11.Icr
Stevens I .n.ck
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY

Ed
121 S. First
Open everyday, 10 to 6

The vocai imagery of Rod McKuen.
’
n
ROO INCIllen
5....811144.144

Te THEWARM

ROD McKUEN

on M., Awe. P

The Single Man, Leave Me
Something, The Phoenix,
The Last of the Wine,
Elegy :1, In Passing, The
Girls of the Summer, Where
Would I Be?, 6 more.
Listen to the Warm, A Cat
Named Sloopy, To Share the
Summer Sun, I’ll Never Be
Alone, The Ducks on the
Millpond, Where Are We
Now’’, Dandelion Days.

time and far off places Going alone or with favdrite
people Being open and doing your thing.
Hacking around Central Park worshipping sun, surf .
and Big Sur.. the total sounds of the Fillmore, East and,
West...friends, old and new. Hare Krishna from
coast to coast...laughing, learning caring.
Being able to take weekenci vacations because
you’re under twenty-two. Clever enough to ttay awtti
from the crowds of old people on their holidays.
Taking advantage of your TWA 50/50 Club Card tiAttehr
the US for half the regular fare.
’
Calling us or your travel agent then following
vibrations on TWA.

Free

t’s
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8
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ma-Momr.
dors. 69e.
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Up After Class

JWe

SALE
20.000

:ck

"Another Cock & Bull Special"

Changes Update
Old Directory
The office of student aril ;i
and services is updating its directory of student organizations
and publishing a new directory
Ixtoklet.
The last published directory
was fall 1967 and since then organizatitons have changed advisers and officers.
All organizations. new and old,
are asked to contact the activities uffice, Room 242 Administration Building, to update and
check information on file.
The information is needed as
soon as possible with Oct. 15
set as the deadline.

Drop It Off In Thr. Mori.
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Spartaguide

’Buddhism Will Ultimately Overcome Brawn,’
Scholar Alan Watts Tells Overflow Crowd
ris Dalley Auditorium Wed By RON i.r.Nr
...day night.
Spartius Daily Staff Writer
Employing judo, a Japanese"Auk) is a way of life," stressed
de% eloped art of self defense, as
the noted author and Zen Budd/111 analogy. Watts asserted that
hist advocate Alan Watts, in ex- man "must always roll with the
planations of his "living philoso- punch," as in judo.
lit reference to the political
;AY" to an over-fluw audience in

GARAGE
EUROPA
850 LINCOLN

Judo, a Japanese word meanim:
"gentle way," is, according to
Watts, "a high exercise of intelligence" because one CUD USD the
other person’s strength to his own
advantage.
Ih’ith this in mind, the 53-year
old president of the Society for
, Comparative Philosophy, pointed
out that man can not reform the
world but, with patience, "man
can make many minor changes
ultimately.
accumulate,"
whielt
Imo larger OD,.

European
Cars Only

Expert
Repairs

AI! IIIIll.l
I PlIght (If hi, eiliIIIk
I "tumersit) students." he asserted
that the individual "cannot out I muscle a regime; he must out
!smart it." Ultimately, "brains will
overcome brawn," Watts said.

ASTOR’S COIN-OP SAVE MONEY & TIME

25c AUTO WASH
2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

VACS AND WAX, TOO
IT S SO EASY, TRY IT

PIZZ.1 T1{14. INN
\II
-0/
Feat

vl riit

Wholesale Pizza
ToolING MUD I:- oN11

Large S1.50
For any pizza but our
Coatisioll

Mediums $1.00

Also complete dinners -.tailing at 95
MOND Vi

Owned alit! perated by Ralph
(Formerly with the Doghouse)

Before man can go tibout creating change, however, he must
first discover self-identity. In this
light, Watts commented man must
:.csek solitude in nature for one
’ week or six months, if necessary
Quoting I)r. Tintothy Leary. a
nated professor and 1..SD advo-ate, Watts stressed that "you
man. niust go out .f your
o COMO to your senses:"
VS’ilh this idea in nand, th.
atthor of "The Book" stattgl tha.
man nmst "allovy time to he a
little nutty." By indulging in mo-1
ments of ttdal nonsense. malt is
tble to maintain sanity.

Welcome eac

SAN JOSE
HEALTH
CLUB

"Our Pfealure to Serve

Frl. Er Sat. Eves.
8:30 Res. cr 7-4797

Olympu4s literPket

Tickets 52.00

Actors Repretory
Theatre

OPEN

25 W. San Salvador

12

6 a.m. to

CORNER OF 10th & WILLIAMS

p.111.

-
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Spartan Daily Classifieds
MALE ROOMMATE needed. Jr. or Sr.
GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS
me work. No experience nec. Call preferred. 781 S. 1 1th. 011. Ph. 287.
1006. 2 bedrooms 2 baths.
at 287.0292.
GIRL WANTED tor gen. housework. 4 FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
hrs. a week at $1.75 hr 4 50c trans 2 bedr. apt. Pref. Sr. or Grad. 15 mins.
to SJSC. Carpool - 259.6867 after 6.
Day & hrs. flex. Phone 294.0116.
m,

ly

LOOKING for a clean inexpensive Happening? Wash and wax your car at
Astor’s Coin.op Auto Wash. 732 S.
1st & 804 Lincoln.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Electric. Masters - Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
SPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. Experienced
& Responsible. Will Edit. 21/2 mi. from
State. Mrs. Aslanian, 298-4104.
LENA ARTS
20% off on Art Supplies. 695 30th Av.
Sante Cruz. (408) 475-9334. Free Del.

female upper division roomFEMALE:
SITTER for orth,pedically handicapped mate to share 2 bedr. apt. $45/mo.
3.year-old boy. Live in Friday evening Call 287.4028
through Sunday. Student therapist ideal.
ROOM AND BOARD fer Girls. Across
Call 266.2951.
from campus. Excellent meals. UpperPART-T1ME MALE
class preferred. 297.5371.
Flex. Hrs. - High hourly income. Some
stulents earn up to $100 per week. Car GIRL ROOMMATE Needed. Senior, Stunec. Also Career OpporLnities. Contact dent Teacher. Nice Apt. Near School.
TRANSPORTATION 19)
Call after 5 28’ 6758.
Mr. Lovitt for,Intv. 266.3777.
..ate room or rm. + RIDE DESPERATELY NEEDED from Palo
OR GRAD
SR.
AUTOMOTIVE 12)
GIRL STUDENT: Lt. Hskpr. & Sitter.
ibrary. Call Rick ak Alto to Tuesday night class. Will share
bo
2 c.rr - 5 wk ’days. Own Trans. 522/ wk. 739 / 44 ’
expenses. Call Janie 326.4880.
251-0987 eves.
VW. ’67 Dlx. Sada- F..rf. cond. Reci M- E
Uphol;
R/H + more
NEED
RIDE from Cambrian area. 8:30.
16)
FOUND
LOST AND
51645. 253.3832 after 5 p.m.
3:20 MWF: II:30.3:20 TTh. Will con
HOUSING 151
sider
2
one way rides or any combina’56 Y8 Chev. Like ned cond. (’64 Che
LOST: $10.00 REWARD: Manila folder tion. Share Expenses. 377.3851.
..
, -1,L$651:L28j,:4450 after 6 p.m DESPERATELY NEEDED. 1 female room:’
...hectors of Railroad
9 -RIDE-if-wanted and needed
*, to share 2 bedrrn. apt. Upper ft,
70 E. San Fernando, R ?
1964 RAMBLER 660 wagon: V8. auto
from Mt. View-P.A. area. Mon., Tues. &
div.sion only. $42.50 a mo. Call 297. D. J. Sikelourne. 589 N. 3rd.
:9es, steer; new shocks. brakes. 9164.
Thurs. nites. 967.8820. After 5.
, tch. $900 - 941.1593 eves.
REWARD: for Cameo pin. Lost Mon.,
COMMUTING from Redwood City.
’59 YOLKS 9 oass. bus. ’61 engine, good STUDENT TO SHARE APT. 504 S. 4th Sept. 23. Call Aneita Radov. Ext. 2322 Need to share car and/or expenses.
r.,1- 2528 or leave in Home Ec. office.
- .
heater. $500. 351 S. 4th. Apt. Sr. Apt. #6, 297-6249.
Call 369-8837.
PERSONALS 171
ROOMMATE NEEDED in private home
1952 PONTIAC. Perfect for inexpensive Serious male student. $45. Kitch. priv
. 5’5 C5ntact at 410 South Phone 297-6079.
HUMPHREY? WALLACE?
NIXON?
Yecch! Bolt the Party of Your Choice"
62 VW. re, new clutch, new I OR 2 PEOPLE needed to share un- (bumper strips) 40c. Disc. on orders
home. Follow Almaden over 5. Specify. SkrawlMark Produc.
,at. Needs paint job.
22170 Alamitos Road. tions. P. 0. BO. 8541. S. J.
1967 CAMARO R/S. 13,000
I FEMALE ROOMMATE reeded. 505 S. HAVE YOUR HEARD? " ’69 is coming!"
(bumper strips) 40c. Discounts on orders
i2500. Call 286.5122. after 5th St. Apr =6 295.9436.
over 5. Specify. SkrawlMark Productions.
- -dbody.
CLEAN 2 BEDR.
c.rsished apt. $100. P. O. Box 8541, San Jose, Calif. 95125.
1963 VOLKSWAGEN convertible. $850
Stove, Refrig.,
Big back yard.
m. call 326-6442. 5 mins.
to SJSC. 293.5995.
SERVICES 181
1955 AUSTIN-HEALEY. 9,604 Engine &
NEED FEMALE roommate at unappr’d
boarding house with kitchen. $180 a sem. RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM
’64 300 HONDA SCRAMBLER. 7 000+ or monly. 92 N.
Fifth. 295-4482.
ESCHE’E. Free delivery, free service
to Japan;
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed. $41.25 No contract. Call 251.2598.
re37.
’i5 WARDS 50cc Sport Bike. Rebuilt monthly Royal Lanai Apts. 272.0804 after fYPING - THESIS. term papers, etc.
experienced & fast. Phone 269-8674.
Eng., it io or Trade for work car. 5 p.m. Jr. or Sr. Preferred.
241.3768 after 6 p.m.
’r

To Place
an ad:

Come to:

LITTLE MAN ON.CAMPUS

FOR SALE 13)

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

HELP wANTED 141

Tues.-Thurs.
10:30-12:30

PERSONEL COUNSELORS. Part time,
studies. Min. 4
flex hrs .to meet ,
,yment place.
hrs. any week.day ;
ment counseling hv
however owner
will train. Sorry,
ssion & bonus.
2332 Stevens Creek k A. 293.2145. Don
King.
GRAD STUDENT. Immed.ate opening
the national leader in sales
, rnen. Flexible hrs. Great op-s. Call Callege Master Fideli
Lde. 286-6700. Frank Hoey
COED COOK WANTED at Acacia Fre
meals. Once in
S50 a mo.
opoortunity. Wear your glass
be a gas! 293.9611.
COED COOK with smile for 3 Gradu1.
meals, no pay. Mon.
4942 after 5:00 p.m.
VOLUNTEER HELP of all kinds is needed
in nearL,
,ut Troops. Call Mrs.

Our expert personal instruction
can guide you in developing a well
rounded physique. Come in and
see our modern equipment and
complete weight room facilities.

MWF
9:30-11:30
Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Deily
Classifieds.

LOCAL PUBLISHING FIRM needs
young lady t. handle phone. Morn.,
eftn.. or eves. Position available. Mr.
Novak: 287.6083.
WANTED Er ilish major to help tutor
th qrat,
English and spelling. Call
265-0266

Complete gym Reducing
Sauna room Body building
Sun Room
Physical Conditioning
Locker Service Corrective Exercise

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465
E ANYTHING Val,

LIKE TO 5TUDY FOR A NMOLE SEMOSTECr

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day

3
4
5
6

FREE GUEST VISIT
OR WOMEN

One day

Two days

Three days

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

.50

.50

lines ..-fo2.00
lines
lines
2.50
3.00
lines

Add this
amount for
each addl.
banal line

s’n DENT DiscouNT

.50

Do refunds possible on toweled eds. Print your ad here:
(Count appronmately 33 letters and spines for sod line)
Four days

Flys days

-274-0.- -EN3.-0-0-2.90
3.50
3.40
3.90
4.00
.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION

L

YOU "

FOR SALE: 3 drawer chest - $12: 7.9
rug with pad - $8; Desk lamp - $3.
Phone 297.6Lov.
23" TV. Very Good Shape. $35. Phone
243.7563 after 6 p

will tailor a
program just
for YOU

413 E. SANTA CLARA

Nlea6
Fresh.pieketl [’miner
Top Quality plus Exerytlay 1.,011r Prices

Gradv-A Choice

Fresii

M. Shur-110F’

Cull Me by
My Right .N’artte
. . . l’imerful"

Classified Adv.
Office -J206

BOB 1L4AW’S

MEN

Alplus PM Omega, 7:30 p.m.
refreshments and guest speaker
for Faculty cafeteria.
Rush
all interested college men.
TI’ESDAY
IllomeenntIng Committee (Parades), 7 p.m., Council Chambers,
College Union Building on Ninth
Street. All Homecoming Parade
Entrants - mandatory meeting.
N’EDNESDAY
Genius:1 (3ub, 2 p.m.. Room B
in C’afeteria. Discussion of projects, electiun of officers. Free coffee.

WE WOULD LIKE TO OFFER YOU:

ANNOUNCEmENT5
This weekly activity of "craziness." as exemplified in peraxts of FREE INFORMATION on Csss.cal Gu.
.nd care. WO. Bob Noll,
uncontrolled dancing, jumping. or
- ,- San
Jose. 95126.
singing serves to gradually dimin- Lk:
ish the duration of ensuing per- SICK OF DALEY snd Demo pol.t:cos?
e-icer Cr La.4o’ (bumper strips)
i.sts of "insanity."
Specify. SkrawlMark
Productions.
Eventually, the "nonsense" emBox 8541, San Jose. Disc. on
1,
-.e- 5.
ulating from periods of insanity
begins to crystalize into "sense " CHINESE KARATE for Physical fitness &
Sponsor: Chinese Phys’cal
according to the Watts concept
Assn $.8 per 2 months. Wed or
294.8101
& 292.4530. 901
OF’
3111,41:1.1’
FOOL.
Watts explained that man
initially make a fool of hit-lir...4
when acting spontaneously t..
given sit ttat ion. Fit AVeVIIV, Wilh
continued application of this spontaneous action concept, man vcill
be better equipped to trust his
own mind in any given situation.
As in judo. another important
step in overeaming one’s adversary is to get lower than one’s
antagonist. In consideration of
this point, Watts points out that
-weakness is a mark of life," suet.
;is it swaying flower during springtime while hardness is a sign of
(h.ath, as exemplified by rigormortis of a deceased body.
This "tough guy" front is prevelant amung White or "dis-colored
"The
people," Watts quipped.
’tough guy image’ is employed by
profound
indhiduals possessing

, members Welcome.
later-Vartilly Christian Fellow1ship, 5:30 p.m., Smezilh and San
Carlos Streets. Know -in. Bring 75c
and a swim suit.
The Muslims’ Students Assoelalion, 7:30 p.m., El.)210. Weekly
study meeting.
TDMORROW
Weekend Co-Ree., 12:30 to 4:30
p.m., Men & Women’s Gym. I Every Saturday afternoon).
MONDAY
Phrateres, 4 p.m., 11E5. All members must attend.

students and faculty of San Jose State

A.R.T Presents

DISCOVER SELF-IDENTITY

295.9(182

E.

.!...ibts concerning their own masculinity.
"Nlen must stop being afraid
of completing their masculinity
with certain traits of feminity,"
ntunely graciousness and gentleness, Watts stated.
On the subject of politics, the
toted philosopher asserted that
anybody wanting tu be President
of the United States or premier
of Russia "must be power crazy."
On a question dealing with the
influence of environment upon the
’ndividual, the speaker concluded,
"Man is his own environment; he
isn’t a product of it."

TODAY
Alpha Phl Ornega, 7 and 10 p.m.,
Morris Dailey Auditorium Friday
Flicks: "On the Waterfront" and
"The Wild One." Admission is free.
Persian St udentli
3 p.m., HEI. Iranian Relief Fund
report. Earthquake.
Spartan Chinese (’Iub, 9 p.m. to
1 a.m., Women’s Gym. All-cullege
welcome dance. Music by The
Guilded Cage. Admission $1.
IEEE, 7:30 p.m, Garden City
Haufbrau. Social get together fur
new and old members. Faculty

295-9910

O Announcements (1)
O Automotive (2)
D For Sale (3)

Help Wanted (4)
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0 Lost and Found (6)

D

0 Personals (7)
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0 Transpertatlort(9)

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed le $

City

Days

Phone

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
95114
Please anew 2 days after placing ter ad to appear.

